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ABSTRACT: Social tags have been considered to indi-
rectly reflect authorized opinions of taggers. This paper
proposes an unsupervised method which derives im-
plicit sentiment information from social tags to decide,
in one document, which sentences are opinionated, as
well as to annotate them with proper polarity labels.
First, for a social tag, its opinion degree is measured
by aggregating the opinion degree of related sentiment
words, in proportion to the co-occurrence relations be-
tween sentiment words and the tag. Second, the opin-
ion degree of a sentence is determined by a combina-
tion function of the opinion degree of the tags, in pro-
portion to the similarity between the sentence and each
tag. Finally, sentences are sorted in order of their opin-
ion degree, followed by a partition of the ranked list to
distinguish sentences into positively opinionated, nega-
tively opinionated, neutral, and non-opinionated ones.
The proposed method is examined using the Chinese
dataset of the NTCIR Opinion Analysis Task Test Col-
lection and found to perform well. Experimental results
testify that social tags are positively conducive to opin-
ion analysis.
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1. Introduction

Opinion mining1 deals with the computational treatments
of opinions, sentiments, and subjectivity in text [4], [28],
[31], [33], [36]. It addresses the problems of (1) identify-
ing passages (e.g., a word/phrase, a sentence, or even
a document) conveying attitudinal information, such as
attitudes, opinions, appraisals, evaluations, sentiments,
and emotions, which the holder expresses towards a given
subject; and (2) determining the semantic orientation of
these passages. Prior attempts focused mostly on inter-
pretation of belief, metaphor, narrative, point of view,
emotion, affect, and evidentiality in text [5], [45]. Since
2001, the field has evolved dramatically following a huge
burst of production of opinion texts (i.e., texts containing
opinions or sentiments [28]) on the Internet. Among the
many noteworthy developments, sentiment and subjec-
tivity classification are perhaps the two most well-stud-
ied. The latter has come to be known as the discrimina-
tion between objective and subjective utterances [17],
[24], [37], [44], [46], [50], while the former aims to judge
the polarity (e.g., positive, negative, and neutral) of an
opinion text [16], [26], [35], [42], [47], [50].

Social tagging, referred to as assigning keywords (i.e.,
tags) to information resources [7], encourages partici-
pants to play roles as tag creators for contributing key-
words for taxonomy, collaborative, and social purposes,

1 The terms (in alphabetical order) opinion mining, senti-
ment analysis, and/or subjectivity analysis reflect dif-
ferences in the connotations but roughly denote the same
field of study in the technical literature [33]
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and as tag consumers for knowing what other people
are interested in and how they characterize the same
resources. Most studies have utilized tag data to improve
performance of website navigation, Web search, and
social connection [3], [18]. Researchers have analyzed
users’ motivations towards tagging as well, and suggest
that social tags implicitly convey sentiments that taggers
express [41], [51]. However, little research attempts to
mine sentiment information from social tags, which moti-
vates this study to investigate ways of measuring the sen-
timent orientation of social tags and to testify the effects
of social tags to opinion analysis.

This paper proposes a novel unsupervised method,
OSEPLST (Opinion Sentence Extraction and Polarity La-
beling based on Social Tags), to address sentence-level
opinion extraction and polarity labeling for Chinese news
documents. The method attempts to extract implicit sen-
timent information from social tags and utilizes this kind
of information, to decide, in one document, which sen-
tences are opinionated, as well as to annotate them with
proper polarity labels. It adopts a broadly used opinion
analysis paradigm – the opinion of the whole is a func-
tion of the opinions of the parts [25]. To be specific,
sentiment words are the smallest units to be detected,
and their opinion degree and polarities are used to evalu-
ate the tendency of a sentence, and then a document.

The proposed method can be decomposed into three
subtasks. The first subtask identifies sentiment words and
assigns a graded sentiment value to each sentiment word.
For a social tag, its opinion degree is measured by ag-
gregating the opinion degree of related sentiment words,
in proportion to the relations between sentiment words
and the tag. In the second subtask, the opinion degree
of a sentence is determined by a combination function
of the opinion degree of the tags, in proportion to the
similarity between the sentence and each tag. Finally, in
the third subtask, sentences are sorted in order of their
opinion degree, followed by a partition of the ranked list
to distinguish sentences into positively opinionated, nega-
tively opinionated, neutral, and non-opinionated ones.

The main contributions of this work are twofold. First, it
offers a method of deriving implicit sentiment informa-
tion from social tags, which past researches had made
little attempt to do so. Second, based on implicit senti-
ment information of social tags, an unsupervised sen-
tence-level opinion analysis method is proposed to ex-
tract opinion sentences and to determine their polarity
labels. The proposed method could be practically ben-
eficial to many information processing and management
applications. For example, sentiment lexicons can be
automatically constructed or augmented with the help of
sentiment analysis of social tags. By sentence-level opin-
ion extraction and polarity labeling, the effectiveness of
opinion-oriented applications, including opinion retrieval,
opinion question answering and opinion summarization,
can be enhanced.

In the following, Section 2 provides a brief review of re-
lated work. Section 3 introduces in detail the proposed
method.

The experimental results are presented and discussed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and
outlines possible directions for future work.

2. Related Work

The field of opinion mining has widely investigated senti-
ment and subjectivity classification. Sentiment classifi-
cation evaluates the sentiment orientation of an opinion
text at the scales of words or phrases [2], [16], [22],
[47], sentences [23], [26], [44], [50], and documents
[13], [27], [35], [42]. Some examples follow. [16] pro-
posed constraints on the semantic orientation of con-
joined adjectives to predict whether two adjectives are of
the same or different orientation. [22] constructed mea-
sures, using Osgood’s semantic differential technique,
for affective or emotive aspects of meaning derived from
the structure of the WordNet.2 [23] measured the strength
of sentiment polarity of a word and built strategies to
assign a sentiment category to a sentence. [26] consid-
ered together sentiment words, opinion operators, opin-
ion holders, and negation operators, for Chinese opin-
ion sentence extraction. [42] classified a review as rec-
ommended or not recommended according to the aver-
age semantic orientation of the phrases in it. [35] exam-
ined naïve Bayes classifiers, maximum entropy classifi-
cation, and support vector machines for sentiment clas-
sification based on the bag-of-words document repre-
sentation model.

A more general form of sentiment classification concerns
the prediction of the positivity degree (e.g., 1–5 stars) of
the subjective text [19], [34]. Usually, it is regarded as a
multi-class text categorization problem. In addition, a fine-
grained analysis model, referred to as feature-level sen-
timent classification, has also been discussed. The model
aims to discover the features of entities that have been
commented on and to determine the orientation of the
opinions [12], [15], [20], [32]. Here, a feature stands for
a component or attribute of an object, e.g., the battery
life of a cellular phone.

Subjectivity classification, which positively influences
sentiment classification [30], concentrates on discrimi-
nating objective instances from subjective ones [8], [17],
[24], [37], [46], [50]. For instance, [17] studied the ef-
fects of dynamic, gradable, and semantically oriented
adjectives on sentence subjectivity. [50] trained a naïve
Bayes classifier to distinguish between documents with
preponderance of opinions and suggested a model for
classifying opinion sentences as positive or negative in
terms of the main perspective being expressed. [46]
employed naïve Bayes to recognize sentence subjectiv

2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/.
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ity and developed a classifier using only unannotated
texts for training. [37] established a bootstrapping pro-
cess that learns linguistically rich extraction patterns for
subjective expressions. See [44] for a comprehensive
survey on subjectivity classification.

Two techniques have been widely exploited for opinion
mining, namely, supervised opinion classification [8],
[35], [37], [46], [47], [50] and unsupervised opinion ex-
traction [13], [17], [26], [42]. The goal of supervised opin-
ion classification is to train an opinion-oriented classifier
by machine learning. Typically used features include term
presence and frequency, part-of-speech information,
syntactic relations, negation, and opinion words [10],
[28], [33]. Unsupervised opinion extraction identifies opin-
ion indicators, followed by assessing the polarity of a
text with a scoring function that combines the strength of
polarity of the indicators. Generally, supervised classifi-
cation provides more accurate results, although the per-
formance is highly dependent on the applied domain.
Unsupervised extraction, in contrast, requiresno prior
training. The selection of opinion mining techniques tends
to be a trade-off between accuracy and generality [6].

Analysis of public information from E-commerce and
social media has recently received increasing attention
(see [1], [9], [14], [39], [43], [48]). For example, [39]
trained a set of multi-class classifiers to distinguish be-
tween video and product related opinions. In their work,
standard feature vectors are augmented by shallow syn-
tactic trees. [9] enhanced polarity classification by le-
veraging on linguistic rules and sentic computing re-
sources. [1] discussed a methodology by which it is pos-
sible to determine the populatity/opinion/sentiment of a
product in different locations across male and female
users. [43] introduced two hybrid ensemble based mod-
els for opinion classification of product reviews.

This work, as mentioned previously, adopts a broadly
used opinion analysis paradigm, i.e., the opinion of the
whole is a function of the opinions of the parts, which
makes it resemble most sentence-level unsupervised
opinion extraction technologies. However, this work is
quite distinct from the others due to the underlying algo-
rithm for determining the sentiment tendency of a sen-
tence based on sentiment information of social tags and
the novel partition strategy for classifying sentences into
positively opinionated, negatively opinionated, neutral, and
non-opinionated ones. In addition, the proposed method
in this work is domain-independent since it considers
neither domain-specific knowledge nor deep linguistic
analysis of texts, which is required in most related works.
Finally, as far as we know, previous studies have not yet
investigate the use of social tags for opinion analysis,
which distinguishes this work from the literature.

3. Sentence-level Opinion Analysis Based on Senti-
mental Information of Social Tags

3.1 Overview of the Proposed Method

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the proposed OSEPLST
method. The input is a group of topic-related Chinese
news documents3 with social tags. The output is a set of
opinion sentences, with polarity labels if requested. The
opinion analysis process is composed of three phases:
(1) preprocessing preprocesses the input documents and
social tags; (2) opinion analysis accesses the opinion
degree of social tags and of sentences; and (3) opinion
extraction classifies sentences into opinionated or non-
opinionated, and annotates opinion sentences with proper
polarity labels.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed OSEPLST method

The entire process can be further divided into several
stages:

(1) Preprocessing:4 A tokenizer segments text into words,
numbers, and symbols. A sentence splitter identifies the
boundaries of sentences. A passage indexer constructs
a vector representation for every sentence. Further, tag
normalization is performed to group synonymous tags
together. For example,  (Tiger Woods)”, “
(Woods),” and “ (Eldrick Woods)” are nor-
malized to the full name of the famous golfer,
“  (Eldrick Tiger Woods).”

(2) Tag-level opinion analysis (see Section 3.2): Sen-
timent words in the input documents are detected with a
sentiment dictionary. For a social tag, its opinion degree
is measured as the summation of the opinion degree of
related sentiment words, in proportion to the co-occur-
rence relations between sentiment words and the tag.

3 The input can be either topic-related news documents (e.g.,
news documents describing the same event) or one single
document. Since the evaluation data (see Section 4.1) comes
in form of topic clusters of documents, the input in Figure 1
are topic-related documents.
4The CKIP Chinese Word Segmentation System (see http://
ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/) is employed as the tokenizer. A heu-
ristics is exploited to delimit each sentence by stop marks,
such as .
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(3) Sentence-level opinion analysis (see Section 3.3):
Social tags and sentences are modeled as vectors of
index words, where the cosine similarity between a so-
cial tag and a sentence is evaluated. The opinion degree
of a sentence is determined by a combination function
of the opinion degree of the tags that annotate the docu-
ment which the sentence belongs to, in proportion to the
similarity between the sentence and each tag.

(4) Opinion sentence extraction (see Section 3.4):
Sentences are sorted in order of their opinion degree,
followed by a partition of the ranked list to distinguish
opinion and non-opinion sentences. The partition is ac-
cording to the heuristics that if a sentence has positive
opinion degree, it is likely to be positively opinionated; if
a sentence has negative opinion degree, it is likely to be
negatively opinionated; and a sentence with opinion de-
gree close to 0 is possibly neutral or non-opinionated.

(5) Opinion polarity labeling (see Section 3.4): Ex-
tracted opinion sentences are, again, sorted in order of
their opinion degree. A partition of the ranked list is de-
termined so that the sentences lying at two extreme re-
gions are classified as positive or negative and the sen-
tences in the mid-part are identified as neutral.

3.2. Tag-Level Opinion Analysis
This study denotes the set of social tags as {T} and the
set of sentiment terms as {t}. Given a tag T, its opinion
degree, DT, is aggregated from the opinion degree of
related sentiment terms. Here, a sentiment term is rec-
ognized as an instance in the National Taiwan University
Sentiment Dictionary (NTUSD) [25], which composes of
2,812 positive and 8,276 negative sentiment Chinese
words.

The related sentiment terms of a tag T are defined as
sentiment terms that have high frequencies of co-occur-
rence with T within a window of text in a data source.
Two types of data sources are considered. The first one
is a document corpus, e.g., news articles collected in a
particular period, and the related sentiment terms are
those strongly co-occurring with T in the corpus. It prob-
ably suffers from one problem that the corpus is not large
enough to reflect the real-world distribution of co-occur-
rence of T and a sentiment term t. In addition, T might
only be semantically related to tagged document(s), but
does not appear in the corpus.5 In such a case, the
frequency of co-occurrence of T and t becomes zero,
implying that the value of DT will be misestimated. To
alleviate this issue, the whole Web is employed as the
second type of data source. The related sentiment terms
are, hence, those strongly co-occurring with T on the
Internet. Notably, the advantages of considering
webpages on the Internet as a data source are twofold:
(1) it reflects much better the real-world distribution of
5 It practically happens because people prefer to tag a
document using his/her own words based on his/her awareness
of the document.

co-occurrence of T and t; and (2) DT can still be calcu-
lated even when T does not appear in the document cor-
pus.

The first type of opinion degree of a tag T, DEGcor,T, is
named “in-corpus opinion degree of T” and the second
one, DEGint,T, is named “on-Internet opinion degree of
T”. DEGcor,T takes account of the frequency of co-occur-
rence of T and a sentiment term t and their frequencies
of occurrence, both in a window of sentence, in the docu-
ment corpus. In contrast, DEGint,T considers the fre-
quency of co-occurrence of T and t and their frequen-
cies of occurrence, both in a window of webpage, on
the Internet. Currently, the frequencies of occurrence
and co-occurrence on the Internet are estimated as the
counts of webpages indexed in the Yahoo! search en-
gine.6

It is recalled that a tag T might not appear in the document
corpus. If only DEGcor,T is taken into account, the value
of DT will be zero. For a better assessment of DT, this
study linearly combines DEGcor,T and DEGint,T with a
weight α (0 < α < 1):

  (1)

Note that the weighted linear combination allows DT to
leverage the opinion degree of T, considered both in the
document corpus and on the Internet.

The method of computing DEGcor,T (or DEGint,T) is pro-
vided as follows:

  (2)

DEG(t) stands for the opinion degree of a sentiment term
t. Since the released NTUSD gives no graded sentiment
value to every word in the dictionary, DEG(t) is simply
assumed to be +1.0 for a positive sentiment term and -
1.0 for a negative sentiment term. O(T) and O(t) are,
respectively, the frequencies of occurrence of T and t.
CO (T, t) represents the frequency of co-occurrence of
T and t.

It is worth noting that the opinion degree of a tag T is
accumulated by the opinion degree of each sentiment
term t, i.e., DEG (t), in proportion to the co-occurrence
relation between T and t. In Equation. (2), pointwise mu-
tual information [11] is adopted to evaluate the relation
between T and t.

3.3. Sentence-Level Opinion Analysis
Sentences and tags are represented using the bag-of-
words model as vectors. Let W (|W| = n) denote the set of
terms, W = {t1, t2,…, tn}. The vector of a sentence S is
specified by Equation. (3), in which wi is the frequency
of occurrence of term ti in S:
6The Yahoo Boss Search API, available at https://
developer.yahoo.com/boss/, is used.
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where dj is a tagged document and m is the number of
tagged documents.

Finally, DEGS, the opinion degree of S, is calculated by:

where DT, as indicated in Equation. (1), is the opinion
degree of a tag T and 1/length(S) serves to normalize
the summation. In brief, DEGS is an aggregated value of
the opinion degree of the tags that annotate the docu-
ment which S belongs to, in proportion to the similarity
relation between S and each tag T.

3.4. Opinion Sentence Extraction and Polarity La-
beling
Sentences are sorted in decreasing order according to
their opinion degree. This study hypothesizes that sen-
tences with large absolute values of opinion degree tend
to be opinionated, i.e., most likely opinion sentences lie
at two extreme regions of the ranked list. Figure 2 illus-
trates how opinion sentences are recognized. Since the
left-most and the right-most sentences have, respectively,
higher and lower opinion degree, they are regarded as
opinionated. What falls in the mid-part of the list is the
part of non-opinionated. The parameters  and  are
ad justed for the best “cuts” that perfectly separate opin-
ion and non-opinion sentences, as indicated by the rule:

(a) S is opinionated if it is located in [0%, %] or in [ %,
100%]; and                                                  (7)

(b) S is non-opinionated if it is located in [ %, %].

Figure 3. An opinionated sentence list where cuts of
 separate positively opinionated, negative opinion-

ated, and neutral sentences
opinion degree; the sentences in the right-hand side are
labeled as negative because they have lower opinion de-
gree; and the sentences in the mid-part are labeled as
neutral. The partition, as specified in Equation. (8), is
decided by the control of parameters . In the
current implementation, the parameters , and 
are set empirically according to the results of prelimi-
nary experiments on small randomly built held-out
datasets.

(a) S is positively opinionated if it is located in [0%, 
%];
(b) S is negatively opinionated if it is located in [ %,
100%]; and
(c) S is neutral if it is located in [ %, %]. (8)

4. Evaluation

4.1. The Dataset
The Chinese dataset of the NTCIR-6 Opinion Analysis
Task Test Collection7 is used. There are 843 annotated
documents relevant to 32 topics. Documents are divided
into 11, 907 sentences and three NTCIR annotators
assigned opinion tags to sentences. An opinion tag
indicates whether a sentence is opinionated or non-
opinionated, the opinion holder of an opinion sentence,
the relevance of a sentence to a topic, and the polarity
of an opinion sentence. The polarity label can be positive
(POS), negative (NEG) or neutral (NEU). The proposed
method is evaluated topic by topic and the average of
the evaluation results is reported.

Since the dataset has no social tags, three annotators
were trained to annotate documents with tags. The tagging
activity came out to have 2,427 distinct tags. The number
of distinct tags for one topic ranges from 20 to 288 and
the number of distinct tags for one document ranges
from 2 to 19. In average, 94 distinct tags for one topic
and 6.83 distinct tags for one document.

4.2. Keywords as Tags via Keyword Extraction
A social tagging system may provide automated tagging
mechanism for annotating resources in a batch or for
recommending tags to users. One simple automated
tagging mechanism is keyword (or keyphrase) extraction,
which is especially propitious when past tagging records
or domain knowledge is unavailable. [29] recognized

Similarly, a document dj is denoted as:

where wij is the frequency of occurrence of term ti in dj.

Since a tag T is used to annotate documents, T can be
viewed as the average vector (i.e., the centroid) of the
documents annotated by T:

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Figure. 2  A sentence list where cuts of  and  separate
opinion and non-opinion sentences

Removing the non-opinionated part in Figure 2 forms a
new ranked list, see Figure 3. The sentences in the left-
hand side are labeled as positive since they have higher

7 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/permission/ntcir-6/perm-
en-OPINION.html.
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   Table 1. Comparison between the proposed method, OSEPLST, and the other systems

relatively important keywords in one single document by
comparing the distribution of co-occurrence of each term
to the frequent terms using x2 test (i.e., chi-square test).

The keyword extraction method is employed to identify
significant keywords as tags for each document.
Comparison of the effectiveness between keywords-as-
tags and social tags for the proposed method is presented
in Section 4.3.2.

The keyword extraction process produced 697 distinct
keyword tags. The number of distinct keyword tags
ranges from 6 to 58 for one topic and from 0 to 4 for one
document. In average, 24.89 distinct keyword tags for
one topic and 1.76 distinct keyword tags for one
document.

4.3. Experimental Results
4.3.1. The NTCIR Opinion Analysis Evaluation
Four evaluation tasks are defined at the NTCIR-6,
including (1) Task 1: to decide whether a sentence
expresses an opinion; (2) Task 2: to identify the opinion
holder of an opinion sentence; (3) Task 3: to judge
whether  a sentence is relevant to a particular topic; and
(4) Task 4: to determine  the polarity of an opinion
sentence [38]. The guidelines of Task 1 and Task 4 are

(9)

(10)

(11)

followed,considering the types of the outputs of the
proposed method.The manual annotations are treated as
the gold standard. Since sentences are annotated by
three annotators, there are the strict and the lenient
annotation sets. While in the previous all annotators must
have the same annotation, in the latter at least two
annotators have the same annotation. The annotations
created by the proposed method are compared with the
manual annotations and results for precision, recall, and
F-measure, are presented.

where #system_correct is the number of correct
machine-annotated sentences, #system_proposed is the
number of machine-annotated sentences, and
#sentences is the number of human-annotated sentences.
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Table 1 briefs the proposed method, OSEPLST, and the
compared systems. Table 2 lists the results of Task 1
evaluation. L/S indicates which gold standard is com-
pared; L for the lenient and S for the strict. SYSID signi-
fies the peer codes of participants at the NTCIR-6.
OSEPLST ( ) denotes the proposed method with dif-
ferent cuts defined in Eq. (7). As an example, OSEPLST
(50, 57.5) means that  and  are set, respectively, to
50% and 57.5%. The value of α in Eq. (1) is heuristically
assigned to 0.8. In the lenient evaluation, the distinct
models of the proposed method have good recalls but
have relatively inferior precisions than the other systems,
except ISCAS. The best model of the proposed method,
i.e., OSEPLST (60, 65), has an F-measure of 0.744,
which is higher than that of CUHK (with an increase of
17.17%), Gate-2 (with an increase of 12.90%), and
ISCAS (with an increase of 19.04%). When being com-
pared to the best system, i.e., UMCP-1, the proposed
method, OSEPLST (60, 65), has a small decrease of
4.30%. Notably, the results also indicate that Gate-2, a
supervised system, has inferior F-measure scores than
the other unsupervised systems. In the strict evaluation,
the distinct models of the proposed method have compa-
rable results in terms of precision, recall, and F-mea-
sure. The best model of the proposed method, OSEPLST
(50, 57.5), has an F-measure of 0.397, which is higher
than that of ISCAS (with an increase of 19.94%), UMCP-
1 (with an increase of 1.02%), and UMCP-2 (with an
increase of 3.12%). But, OSEPLST (50, 57.5) is inferior
to the best system, i.e., Gate-2, with a large decrease of
12.85%. Last, it is seen that a system with higher preci-
sion obtains better F-measure. However, the generally
low precisions imply that substantial room for improve-
ment remains.

The results of Task 4 evaluation are presented in Table 3.
Gate-1 and Gate-2 have no results because they did not
participate in Task 4. OSEPLST ( , ) specifies
the proposed method with different cuts defined in Eq.
(7) and Eq. (8). For instance, OSEPLST (50, 57.5, 57.5,
62.5) indicates that , and  are set to 50%, 57.5%,
57.5%, and 62.5%, respectively. In the lenient evalua-
tion, the distinct models of the proposed method perform
comparably to the other methods. The best model of the
proposed method is OSEPLST (60, 65, 62.5, 67.5), with
an F-measure of 0.357, which is the third compared to
the other systems (for CUHK, with a decrease of 13.45%;
for ISCAS, with an increase of 31.09%; for NTU, with a
decrease of 7.28%; for UMCP-1, with an increase of
1.68%; for UMCP-2, with an increase of 2.52%). Its pre-
cision, 0.295, is the third best and its recall, 0.450, is the
best. Similarly, the distinct models of the proposed method
have comparable results in the strict evaluation. The best
model of the proposed method is OSEPLST (37.5, 60,
47.5, 52.5), whose F-measure is 0.172. Its precision,
0.106, is the second best among compared to other sys-
tems, although the recall of the model is the second worst.
Again, the generally low precisions suggests the most
important work is to improve the precision in the future.

Table 2 and Table 3 demonstrate that the proposed method
performs well with comparable results. The results are
not sufficiently satisfactory, compared to systems, e.g.,
UMCP-1 and Gate-2 in Task 1 evaluation and CUHK in
Task 4 evaluation. A preliminary investigation found that,
in the real world, co-occurrence of words may evolve
during time; but, the on-Internet opinion degree of a so-
cial tag T, i.e., DEGint,T, in Eq. (1) is measured without
taking into account the time factor. For example, it is
observed that the news articles tagged with “  (Ti-
ger Woods)” talk about the brilliant career time of Tiger
Woods, so that the tag mostly co-occurs with positive
sentiment terms in the dataset. Since his cheating scan-
dal in 2009 and divorce in 2010, the word “ ” tended
to accompany with negative sentiment terms on the
Internet. The rudimentary inspect suggests that, for a
tag, the uncertainty caused by the time factor might lead
to a large discrepancy between its in-corpus and on-
Internet opinion degree and could debase the evaluation
of tendency of sentences.

Another reason that causes the unsatisfactory results
might be the small amount of the social tags. In the evalu-
ation dataset, there are in average 94 distinct tags for
one topic and 6.83 distinct tags for one document (see
Section 4.1). This means that averagely only 6.83 social
tags are considered for determining the opinion degree
of a sentence (see Eq. (6)). Fortunately, this issue could
be alleviated in real-world applications as increasingly
many websites provide social tagging for their users,
implying that a large amount of social tags can be col-
lected and analyzed.

4.3.2 The Top k Opinion Sentence Evaluation
For sentiment-aware applications, e.g., topic-oriented
opinion retrieval and opinion question answering, the cor-
rectness (or precision) regarding the top k results is usu-
ally emphasized. That is, increasing the number of cor-
rect opinion passages in the top k results is an essential
issue, especially when k is small.

The information retrieval measure, NDCG (Normalized
discounted cumulative gain) [21], is utilized with slight
modifications to analyze the quality of the top k sen-
tences.

 (12)

where k is the maximum number of sentences to be ex-
amined, reli is the graded rating of the i-th sentence in
the list, and IDCGk is the maximum possible (ideal) DCG
for the perfect list that receives an NDCG of 1.0. The
value of reli is set to 1.0 while the opinion polarity of the
i-th sentence is the same as the manual annotation. Since
the proposed method returns the top k positive and the
top k negative opinion sentences, i.e., a total of 2×k sen-
tences are extracted, the NDCG values for the two lists
are assessed individually with the lenient gold standard
and the average NDCG is reported.
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SYSID  L / S Precision Recall F-measure
OSEPLST (37.5, 60)  L 0.621 0.772 0.688
OSEPLST (50, 57.5) L 0.619 0.919 0.740
OSEPLST (60, 65) L 0.616 0.939 0.744
CUHK L 0.818 0.519 0.635
Gate-1 L 0.643 0.933 0.762
Gate-2 L 0.746 0.591 0.659
ISCAS L 0.590 0.664 0.625
NTU L 0.664 0.890 0.761
UMCP-1 L 0.645 0.974 0.776
UMCP-2 L 0.630 0.984 0.768
OSEPLST (37.5, 60) S 0.250 0.771 0.378
OSEPLST (50, 57.5) S 0.252 0.927 0.397
OSEPLST (60, 65) S 0.246 0.931 0.389
CUHK S 0.341 0.575 0.428
Gate-1 S 0.253 0.979 0.402
Gate-2 S 0.330 0.696 0.448
ISCAS S 0.221 0.662 0.331
NTU S 0.258 0.921 0.404
UMC P-1 S 0.245 0.986 0.393
UMCP-2 S 0.239 0.993 0.385

SYSID L / S Precision Recall          F-measure
OSEPLST(37.5,60,47.5,52.5) L 0.320 0.398 0.355
OSEPLST(50,57.5,57.5,62.5) L 0.293 0.435 0.350
OSEPLST (60, 65, 62.5, 67.5) L 0.295 0.450 0.357
CUHK L 0.522 0.331 0.405
Gate-1 L N/A N/A N/A
Gate-2 L N/A N/A N/A
ISCAS L 0.232 0.261 0.246
NTU L 0.335 0.448 0.383
UMCP-1 L 0.292 0.441 0.351
UMCP-2 L 0.286 0.446 0.348
OSEPLST(37.5,60,47.5,52.5) S 0.106 0.454 0.172
OSEPLST(50,57.5,57.5,62.5) S 0.099 0.506 0.166
OSEPLST(60,65,62.5,67.5) S 0.097 0.508 0.163
CUHK S 0.197 0.596 0.296
Gate-1 S N/A N/A N/A
Gate-2 S N/A N/A N/A
ISCAS S 0.059 0.314 0.099
NTU S 0.104 0.662 0.180
UMCP-1 S 0.085 0.615 0.150
UMCP-2 S 0.081 0.604 0.143

                                 Table 3. Results for precision, recall, and F-measure of the Task 4 evaluation

 Table 2. Results for precision, recall, and F-measure of the Task 1 evaluation
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One simple baseline is developed. For a sentence S,  he
baseline determines whether it is a positive or negative
opinion sentence by its score of opinion tendency:

   (13)

where length (S) is the length of S, w represents a word
in S, OP(w) indicates the opinion polarity of w, i.e., OP(w)
= POS means w is a positive sentiment word and other-
wise w is a negative sentiment word, and idfw stands for
the inverse document frequency of w. The idea behind
the baseline is if a sentence contains more positive sen-
timent words, it tends to be a positive opinion sentence
and otherwise a negative opinion sentence.

Table 4 presents the NDCG results. Both OSEPLST-Key-
word and OSEPLST-Tag adopt the proposed method but
in different ways that the tags are generated. While the
former assumes that manual tagging is unavailable and
produces tags for documents via keyword extraction (see
Section 4.2), the latter applies manual tags, i.e., social
tags. The parameters, , in Eq. (7) and Eq.
(8) are not adjusted because only the top k sentences
are extracted8. The value of α in Eq. (1) is heuristically
assigned to 0.6 for OSEPLST-Keyword and 0.8 for
OSEPLST-Tag. What given in parentheses is the relative
improvement9 of the methods in comparison to the
baseline. The results show that OSEPLST-Keyword and
OSEPLST-Tag can discover more opinion sentences with
right polarity than the baseline. For OSEPLST-Keyword,
the improvements are 1.56%, 1.54%, and 2.40%, re-
spectively, when k is 10, 20, and 50; and for OSEPLST-
Tag, the improvements become 10.94%, 7.87%, and
8.49%. As expected, OSEPLST-Tag is superior to
OSEPLST-Keyword with improvements of 9.23%, 6.24%,
and 5.95%. It demonstrates that the use of social tags is
more effective since manual tags indirectly reflect au-
thorized opinions of taggers [51]. Finally, the downward
trend of improvements of OSEPLST-Tag over the baseline
and over OSEPLST-Keyword indicates that OSEPLST-
Tag works superiorly for a small k.

Table 4. Results for NDCG of the top k opinion sentence
evaluation

for Chinese news documents. The method attempts to
derive implicit sentiment information from social tags and
utilizes this kind of information to decide, in one docu-
ment, which sentences are opinionated, as well as to
annotate them with proper polarity labels. The method is
examined using the Chinese dataset of the NTCIR Opin-
ion Analysis Task Test Collection and is found to perform
well with relatively good results. Experimental results also
testify that social tags are positively conducive to opin-
ion analysis.

Future work will continue to verify the effectiveness and
the robustness of the proposed method using different
datasets. It can be advantageous to the proposed method
to build a larger sentiment lexicon dictionary, in which
the sentiment orientation of a word is provided and quan-
titated. Another interest issue is to investigate the influ-
ence of the evolution of co-occurrence of words during
time for better estimate of the co-occurrence relation
between a tag and a sentiment word. Finally, using the
output of the proposed method to develop sentiment-
aware applications is always desirable for people in pro-
cessing information and making decisions.
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